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A daily independent student press

Health Fair treats
women's issues
□ The fair will play
host to 20 campus
organizations and
focus on women's
health issues.

By CAROLYN STECKEL
■ Volleyball opens MAC
season at Toledo
tonight.

The BG News

■ G. Michael Graham
tributes Cal Ripken Jr.,
Florence Griffith-Joyner.

■ Football hopes to
have quarter backs and
wide receivers on the
same page.

BO News Pholo/JASON SUGGS

Chaos ensues as stuaents flood the first floor of the Union during the lunch hour rush last
week.

Faculty and students address overcrowding
□ According to students, overcrowding at the University is a
problem that needs addressed.

■ According to metoralogists the summer heatwave in Texas is over
• • • •
■ Puertoricans began to
rebuild lives and buildings after Hurricane
Georges 110 mph. rip
through.

■ Clinton gives Japan
economic leeway.
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"Judge your sucess
by what you had to
give up in order to
get it."
anonymous

By DANIELLE HALL
The BG News
Long lines and full parking lots have become
a common sight on campus, andjnany University students are concerned that this is a sign of
overcrowding.
According to Robert Zhang, assistant director
of institutional research, the number of students
has risen to 18,963. Of those students, 3363 are
hew freshman.
Despite the seemingly large numbers, most
University officials do not feel that the campus is
overcrowded. Many of them attribute the current problems to the time of day that the congestion occurs.
Dave Crooks, director of the student union,
feels that most people are in classes between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m. and during their breaks go to the
union.
"I think it's very schedule-driven," Crooks
said. "A lot of us have needs for the same service
in the same short periods of time."
Stacie Enriquez, manager for parking and
traffic, also thinks that the problems are due to
students' schedules. She said that more classes
have been added on Mondays and Wednesdays,
and that it has had an impact on the parking situation.
"Primarily, Wednesday is the day most people
illegally park," Enriquez said.
Enriquez also said that there is still plenty of
parking, but it may not be where most people
want to park. Her suggestion was to use the
shuttle service.
"We've got a ways to go before we fill up all
the parking places," she said.
This may be true, but many people still feel
that parking is a problem.
Cathleen Bester, biology instructor, thinks that
parking has become a definite problem.
"It's just a hassle for everyone involved,"
Bester said.
Parking isn't the only thing students have a
problem with.
Nicole Gennaro, sophomore psychology

major, has noticed more people in several areas
of the campus.
"I think that the places are more crowded,
especially the food places and computer labs,"
Gennaro said.
Michelle Stanley, sophomore nursing major,
feels the same way.
"I think it's definitely more crowded," Stanley
said. "I've never had to wait so long for a pizza."
According tc Ed O'Donnell, director of dining
services, the increase in students has affected the
dining areas, but that is not the sole cause of
their problems.
The biggest problem in dining services right
now is their lack of student employees, O'Donnell said. Even without the increase, there would
have been lines due to the lack of help.
"We still would've been in a tough situation,
and it is compounded a little bit by the number
of students," O'Donnell said.
Another area that students seem to have a
problem with is the availability of computer
• See CROWDED, page five.

Overcrowding...

□
□
□

Despite the seemingly large numbers, most University officials do
not feel that the campus is overcrowded.
There were 3,563 new freshman that
enrolled in the University this year.
As of Labor Day, there were 6,893
student living on campus. The University had to eliminate some single
room offerings to make room.

| Some student have noticed more
people in several areas of campus
including computer labs and food
places.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

□ University students
learned about training
police dogs in a canine
demonstration on
Monday.
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
A canine demonstration at
McDonald East informed University students about narcotic
detection and crime prevention,
Monday.
John Greenwood, Toledo
police officer, started the presen-

tation with a brief description of
his canine partner, Boch, and the
way police dogs are trained
today.
Boch is a four-year-old German shepherd. Originally, from
the Czech Republic, the canine
has been with the Toledo Police
for three years, Greenwood said.
He said canines are trained to
search buildings for drugs, track
missing children, and protect
police officers from assault.
Greenwood said canine training consists of playing fetch with
them and loading their toys with
drugs. Drugs used include marijuana, china white heroin, black
heroin and brown heroin. After a

USG elects student
representatives
□ Undergraduate Student Government
elected the people
responsible for
representing residence
halls and off-campus
students.
By TRACY WOOD
The BG News
The Undergraduate Student
Government recently elected the
district winners to represent students living on and off campus
for the school year.
District representatives living
on campus include: Ashley Elder
district one, Allison Pitas district
two, Angie Pertida district three,
Jerry Jerezek, district five, Katie
Risalit district six, and district
four is still undecided. District
representatives living off-campus include: James Weckesser,
Kris Kelley, Jaren Luptak, and
Lisa Imel.
District representatives are in
charge of representing specific
parts of the campus within the
entire University. They deal with
specific problems within their

ing campus-related issues.
Pertida is responsible for representing Founders and Kohl
Hall. Pertida, freshman undecided major, used word of
mouth and made flyers to let
people know she wanted to
become a district representative.
She plans on talking to students
and calling them in order to find
out issues or problems occurring
on campus affecting students.
Imel said she heard about the
elections through the newspaper
and got elected through word of
mouth. As an off-campus representative, her duties will concentrate more on issues concerning
older students of the university.
"My responsibilities as an offcampus district representative
include attending meetings and
to being a liaison between offcampus students and Undergraduate Student Government,"
Imel said. "My goal is to increase
the communication between the
two by talking to people and
going out and talking to friends
to see what areas people think
need improvement."
Imel, senior secondary education major, has always wanted
to become involved in USG to

• See USG, page five.

own designated areas concern-

Sniffing out narcotics
Visit our new website
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

Over 20 organizations will be
on display as the woman' s
health fair gets underway.
The fair will take place in
front of the Union from 11 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. today. In the event of
rain, it will be held in the
McDonald North breezeway.
It will feature exhibits from
organizations such as the Wellness Connection, SAAFE, Wood
County Hospital and the Student Recreation Center. Some of
the exhibitors will also be having
free giveaways.
According
to
Lindsey
Niewierski, peer educator for
the Wellness Connection, 600
people came to last year's fair.
Barbara Hoffman, nurse practitioner and health educator for
Student Health Services and the
Wellness Connection, said, this
is the fifth or sixth year for the
fair.
"This kind of fair is important
because everyone can become
aware of what is out there,"

Niewierski said. "A lot of the
students are freshman and it is
time that they start taking
responsibility for their body and
their self. The fair is a good way
to get information out to them."
According to Hoffman, the
Wellness Connection will have
three exhibits, covering alcohol,
nutrition, plus one on breast cancer and general health topics
related to women.
CASO will be holding their
own form of "Jeopardy" with
free giveaways. The United
Christian Fellowship will be
offering
information
on
women's spirituality, and Family and Child Abuse will offer
information on relationships and
how to get help.
"This fair is a good way to
combine various aspects of
women such as health and spirit," Hoffman said.
To wrap up the day's events,
Tamara Howell, an obstetrician
and gynecologist, will be speaking in the MacDonald Countryside.
Chris Hageman, health promotions coordinator for the
Wellness Connection, will be
speaking on contraceptives, sexually transmitted diseases, and
prevention.
Howell will begin her presentation at 7:30 p.m. and the first
150 people will receive free giveaways.

while, the dog will associate the
smell of the drug to its toy, he
said.
"It's like a game to him,"
Greenwood said.
Another part of training uses a
25 foot long, 6 foot high wall,
said Mark Reef, University police
patrolman. He said on one side,
the wall has several small holes,
going horizontally and vertically.
On the opposite side are larger
holes with drugs.
The dog is trained to sniff each
hole, starting from the bottom
and working their way to the
top. Once the canine senf-s the
• See CANINE, page five.
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Boch, a police dog, is demonstrating to students techniques
commonly used by police to search tor narcotics.
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Opinion Editor

Natalie Miller
372-2604

Hospitality appreciated by new girl
"What do we live for if not to
make life less difficult for each
other?"
— George Eliot
Being a stranger in a strange
land is pretty terrifying. When I
went to Chicago for the summer,
I only knew one person there. I
had to move in with people 1
didn't know, go to work in a
building downtown where I had
never been, and ride the train
with a bunch of notoriously
strange Chicagoans.
By the end of the summer, I
had a different perspective.
There's one reason why: hospitality. People made an effort to
make me feel welcome. I think
that many times we underestimate the value of hospitality. It's
easy to just let the new guy fend
for himself. It takes a little effort
to reach out.
My cousin Christine was
extremely hospitable to me when
I landed in Chicago with three
months worth of luggage and
terror in my eyes. She gave me
some maps, some coupons and
an old bicycle. She called me on
the weekends to go to picnics or
to the movies. I can't tell you
how much I appreciated that.
And as my summer progressed, I began to meet more

people in Chicago, people who
lead interesting lives and were

curious about me, and the fact
that I had come there by myself.
They too extended invitations,
for dinners and festivals. When I
began, I began alone. By the time
I left, I had met quite a few people who decided to reach out
rather than ignore me.
A city is so big, and it makes
you realize how much people
need each other. Just inviting
someone for dinner may be making their day. Feeding others is
symbolic of nuturing them. It's
also good for the soul to get
some interesting conversation.
I think the willingness to
share is reflective of community
spirit. I remember going to an
informal wine tasting at my

friend
Kevins's apartment,
where there were about 15 people around the table. Most of
them were strangers to me, but
we were all there to share food
arid drink and conversation.
Even though it was a pretty odd
mix of people, we had an interesting time. People need other
people; it's a fact.
Another aspect of hospitality I
think is important is putting up
people from out of town. My
friends and I have made many
journeys to Ohio State to stay
with guys we know. They are
always generous with their food,
couches, blankets, etc. The very
first visit to Columbus, when I
didn't know any of them, they
treated me like an old friend. We
always have a great time, and I
think that the only way to repay
them is to be equally hospitable
to anyone coming to visit me.
Another example I have of
true hospitality is a brunch
thrown by a French guy named
Jean Michelle that I met at a
party in Chicago. He invited my
cousin and me over, and she
couldn't make it. I went by
myself, even though I hardly
knew anyone there. I had such a
great time because everyone I
met wanted to know about me,
and if they could do anything to

Sick Puppies"

help me be more comfortable in
the new city. They gave me tons
of suggestions, and I felt like I fit
right in with these people I had
just met that morning. There are
few things in the world like a
sense of belonging.
I hope no one forgets the basic
tenet of treating others as you
would like to be treated. Especially when you are new and
don't know anyone. I was
amazed that so many people
would take the time to make me
feel welcome.
It takes time and effort to
make others feel welcome. I
think that we are often too busy
with our own lives to stop and
appreciate someone else, especially when they don't fit into
your routine. Instead of a "the
more the merrier" attitude, I see
more of a trend towards exclusiveness. I hope that hospitality
is not dead, but just buried under
our busy schedules.
Make an effort to extend hospitality to someone else. You
never know when you might be
the one who needs it.
Natalie Miller can be reached at
annemil@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Jerry Jezek

PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
What was your best or worst experience with drugs or alcohol?
_

Erin Velker

© Matheson
Junior
MIS
roommate
above me.
had bunkbeds
and he had the top
bunk."

Senior
TC0M
"My best
worpi wa£)j(y 2 t
^Jsfrtbday h was
tfi&post fun: but
wefy out of commission, for 2
days."
.SNJ

r

7-

Eric Bower
Junior
ECONand
Spanish
My friend ate a '
1/4 bag of
shrooms before his
math ancf chem
,J>fihals. He got an A
and an AJoel Scheiferstein
Junior
Envr. Policy
"In high school, I saw
a kid carrying weed
in his back pocket.
He tried to get us to
smoke some in gym
class."

Chris Lawrence
Freshman'.
Business
"I got so drunk that
puked in my bed and
didn't realize it until
the next nrfcfrilng."

The BG News
'Bad' guys give us all a bad name
Last Saturday, me and a couple
of friends were out prowling the
night, party hopping, taking in the
;BG social air. That's not really any; thing new. truth be told. But a certaln something happened that gave
even my alcohol and nicotine polluted brain a moment of pause.
I'm going to give everyone code
;names here and I apologize if people recognize themselves, because
the intent isn't to embarrass anyone. I'm just not smart enough to
be able to use names that don't at
least remind me in some way of
who I'm really speaking of.
So me. Shane and Derek are
hanging out at this kegger. in
someone s backyard and we're Just
talking when a girl sort of stumbles
upon our little trio. She's had a little too much to drink we can surmise immediately, but it turns out
She and Shane are from basically
the same town, and how often is it
that you run into someone from a
little farm town here at Bowling
(Jreen?

example, she asked what nationality I am and was shocked to learn
that my father is black and my
mother white. I sarcastically
remarked to Derek that It was odd
to see the DNA able to mix In that
drastically uncommon situation
and that I Just must be a miracle
(or freak) of nature.

To my point, though. This girl's
friends decided that they wanted to
leave and seeing their friend in
such an intoxicated state, they had
trouble trusting her judgment.
'■ lliey start to talk and they're Actually, what seemed to be the
getting a little friendly and me and- problem was trusting myself and
Derek are giving each other mean- my friends. Even though we
ingful looks as these two flirt and repeatedly assured them we would
bounce around and she makes get their friend home, they kept
typical drunken conversation. For asking her if she was sure she

wanted to stay.

take advantage of anyone.

Now In all honesty, as the person driving and as someone who'd
only had two beers in the past few
hours, I can tell you that I would
have made sure she got back to
her dorm safe and sound. But
also, as a person who likes to
believe he knows the reality of this
world, or at least this little subworld called BGSU. I can also say
that what her friends did. in eventually convincing her that she
should go with them, was the right
move.

So what really pisses me off
here is all of the Idiot guys out
there who have managed to ruin
yet another slice of this world. I'm
talking about the aSSholes who do
take advantage of women when
they can't reason well, who my
female friends tell me about that
jump out of the shadows and try to
rape some girl out Jogging.

On one hand, I was congratulating her friends for being clearheaded and sensible enough to
watch out for their friend. If more
people did that, then there would
be less instances of rape and other
forms of guys taking advantage of
women.
But on the other hand. I was
genuinely hurt by their distrust of
myself and my friends. We're not
rapists and we don't take advantage of women. Derek has a girlfriend and doesn't cheat on her
and never has on anyone else.
Shane and I both Just got out of
fairly lengthy relationships with
women we deeply cared about and
I don't think either of us are out to

I'm pissed off at the guys who
have Justified that girl's friends'
fears Saturday night. It was the
right thing to do and 1 doubted
that her friends would have
believed me then If I would have
told them that I admired what they
did. But It's a crappy world when
not being able to trust a few.
decent guys Is the cold, hard realityI doubt many of the guys I'm
speaking of can grasp this concept,
since most of their thinking is done
between their legs and not In their
cranium, but I think I'd be speaking for most men and all women
when I say, "Thank you for screwing up this world. We all appreciate
It."
Brian Taylor can be reached at
taylobObgneLbgsu.edu

pinion? e-mail
>news@bgnet
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readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar of
eventa on the web page has a more
r listing of eventa and can be
I through "www.bgsu.edu".
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Student Activities.

B-mall Protocol (8 - 10 a.m.)

Women's Health Fair (11
a.m. - 3:30 p.m.)

2 College Park. Learn the
advantages and disadvantages
of using e-mail in the workplace.
Fee. For more information or to
register, call Continuing Education, International & Summer
Programs at 419/372-8181.
Excel I for BGSU Employees
- PC/Windows 95 (9 a.m. Noon)
BGSU. Learn the basic functions of this popular spreadsheet
application. For more information, or to register, call Computer
Training Centers Customer Service at 419/372-8181 or e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
BGSEA Membership Drive (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)

Union Oval. Sponsored by the
Wellness Connection.
Cyberfemlnism? Women's
Center Brown Bag Lunch
Series (Noon)
107 Hanna Hall. Is Cyberspace
the internet? Or is it virtual reality? What implications does
cyberspace have for women and
gender issues in the next millennium? Bring your lunch - Bring a
friend. No knowledge about
cyberspace is required. Ideal for
those of us who are still not sure
what cyberspace is. Presenter
Radhika Gajjala.
Teeter-Totter-A-Thon Charity
event (Noon)

1st Floor Hallway of Education Building. Bowling Green
Student Education Association
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec., May
or Aug. must attend to be included in the historic 1999 Key Yearbook. Please call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule your sitting. Portraits are taken from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.

Area between Eppler and BA.
Event runs from 12 p.m. Wed. to
12 p.m. Fri. Sponsored by Delta
Sigma Pi
Excel I for BGSU Employees
- Macintosh (1 p.m. - 4 p.m.)
BGSU. Leam the basic functions of this popular spreadsheet
application. For more information, or to register, call Computer
Training Centers Customer Service at 419/372-8181 or e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Ticket Sales for Falcon
Search (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)

FrontPage 98 Introduction (6
- 9 p.m.)

Education steps. Sponsored
by Panhel, IFC, and the Office of

Institute for Great Lakes
Research. Leam the ins and outs

of this Web design program and
how its techniques and capabilities can work for you. Class
meets again on September 30.
Fee. For more information or to
register, call Continuing Education, International & Summer
Programs at 419/372-8181.

Photography with Antomated
Cameras (6 - 8 p.m.)
Location TBA. Become familiar with the basic care and operation of your automatic camera.
Class meets through Oct. 28. Fee.
For more information or to register, call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs at 419/372-8181.

Yee-hah! Elvis gets country honor
NEW YORK (AP) — The future King of Rock 'n' Roll first visited the Grand Ole Opry in 1954. Few of
the local subjects, country music's true believers, were impressed.
Chet Atkins complained that Elvis seemed to be wearing eye makeup. The only compliment Elvis
got was a backhanded one from the Opry's Jim Denny. The 19-year-old and his new music didn't quite
fit Nashville, Denny said, but "this boy is not bad."
Ouch.
This Wednesday, all is forgiven. Elvis Aron Presley — somewhat inexplicably — gets inducted into
Country Music's Hall of Fame. He's joined by Tammy Wynerte and two others in the class of '98. The
honor comes 21 years after Presley's death and 12 years after his induction into the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame.
Presley, over the course of his career, did post 11 No. 1 country singles. But most of his music was the
kind of stuff that made many country fans cringe. Elvis' influence on the current generation of country
artists — Travis Tritt and Dwight Yoakam, for instance — was one of the keys to opening the hall's
doors for Presley.

T

Arrowhead Park. Learn the
basics of this widely used word
processing program. Class meets
again on Sept. 30. Fee. For more
information or to register, call
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.

Treasurer's Workshop (6 - 8
p.m.)
Alumni Room, Union. This is
a chance for all organizations
treasurers to come together, meet
and talk.

B
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Word 97 Introduction (6 p.m.
- 9 p.m.)

ACROSS
Dads
Cooked in a wok
Steeps
Fauna starter?
"Vive_"
Fonda tilm
Knight or Kennedy
On the rise
Dander
Excess weigh!
"_ Town'
Changed into
bone
26 $100 bills
31 Hammered on a
slant
32 Wapiti
34 Impudently bold
35 Overturn
37 Melville novel
38 Old Maid lay
down
39 Scruff
40 Maine town
41 Killer whale
42 Mugs and
goblets
43 "Kiss Me _"
44 Short treatise
45 Smart guy?
46 Pale or ginger
47 Tallow base
48 Satire
50 Hotrod
competition
54 Poisonous
evergreen

1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
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17
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PUZZLE
56
57
58
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
24

25
27
28

Very angry
Long, long time
Caper
Borg of tennis
Daiquiri
requirement
Samuels teacher
Finish first
Downswing
Swiss clock
"The Bald
Soprano"
playwright
Reduced in rank
Adversary
Like the cheeks
of the broken
hearted

18

11

12

13
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29

30

SI

53
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40

42
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43
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49
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10

1

19

21

36

18

DOWN
Backyard
courtyard
States strongly
Question-dodger
Botched ones
lines
Settled a debt

1

8

31

31

'

6

IS

24

23

Lofty poem
A Gershwin
Occasionally
_ "King" Cole
Came up
Intuit
Holiday prelude
Toots
Nuisances
Cub quarters

1

>

4

S9

60

61

M

67

Iff Tr*
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Ail rights reserved

29 "Fear of Flyingauthor Jong
30 Go off course
33 Solitary
35 Open toothpaste
36 Singer Abdul
37 Spoken
40 Approved
44 Ormandy and
McCarthy
47 Pain specialist
49 Units of force

"
8

51

1 r -I
nr

E
rr

169

. inswers.

ook Ol

the web: www.bfjpieWa.xon

51 Chestnut-andwhite horses
52 Long for
53 Swallowed
35 Stinging insect
58 Seize suddenly
59 Raw mineral
30 Sadness
31 SmaH Egyptian
snake
52 Gosh!

RAGE THREE is intendtd CM an irreverent look
at The UnivertUy. Wt at
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Sunny
HIGH: 65

BETTENDORF, Iowa (AP) — Some honeymoon.
A newlywed couple was arrested over the weekend after police say they grew a little too angry with
hotel clerks who had mistakenly given away their bridal suite.
"All parties became upset," said Bill Kietzman, an agent with the state Division of Criminal Investigation. "It got pretty aggressive. Some punches were thrown, there was a lot of wrestling, a lot of profanity."
The bride — Raejean Clements, 21, of Davenport — kicked a window out of a patrol car and was
charged with criminal mischief. The groom — Cory Clements, 21, of Davenport — was charged witfi
assault, Kietzman said. Both were released on bond.
The ruckus happened Saturday evening at the Lady Luck Casino. Clerks offered to take the couple
in a limousine to a different hotel and a free stay at the casino on another night.
"That apparently wasn't good enough and they became very irate," Kietzman said.
Mrs. Clements accused hotel officials and police of overreacting. "We did raise our voices. But that was
all we did.," Mrs. Clements said.
Cory Clements said he intervened when he saw his bride being handcuffed. "They had four cops on
my wife. That's uncalled for," he said.

Partly Cloudy
HIGH: 70

LOW: 40

LOW: 42

TV GUIDE SECTION
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New, a

Wheel-Fortune

Country Music Association Awards (in Sle'eo
Dharms a Greg {Two Guys-Girt

ABC Wld News

EM Tonight

Hollywood S<|.

Nml

NSC Newt

Grace Under

FnsierX

Breakthrough

Business Rpt

Newshour WUJi Jim Lehrer a

Newshour WHh J m Lenrer I

03
03
0D

Jeopardy1«

Arthur |

HcaMssyoya. IssH About You" Seinfeld I

[SMTsJiOnsI"

[Friends X

World of National Geographic X

OrewCarayX

Whose tins?

3rd Rock-Sun

Newsrsdo X

Work) of National Geographic X

Beverly Hits. 90J10 "Budget Cuts" Party olFhre-SepsilboriAriiiery

Eyewitness X

r^oiisB»'Tr»Firrrs«'sWle (lnSler»o)(Pirl3ol3)X
INawsI

INewsradioX

, Happy 21st

Tonight Show

-

FrienOi It

I Freak* X

Nightline I
Lew > Order "Cherished" X

rronOew "The Farmer's We" (In Stereo) (Pan 3 of 3) I

Reed. Rainbow

IS XI Pocket Watches
Simpsons X

iln BMo »

Display Personals
Charlie Rose X
Simpsons X

Jerry Springer

Wrist Witches

Wrist Watches (Lell ri Progress)

Sentinel -Night SI*" (In Stereo) I IStar Trek: Voyager (In Stereolx-

Friends X

IFranorl

CABLE STATIONS
MIC

Movie: ••• Xalamty Jane" (1953. Musical) Doris Day. Howard Keel.

Movies*" -Bui* &s»oy end WSi«)an«/CrcH1969. Western)

COM Mont: ss'i "F^>A«ier"-(i981. Comedy) Dwint. Tab Hunter. Mink Stole" Movie: ... "H*r»prsy-(t9eB. Comedy) Rr* La«e. Drvne.
[Gimme SheNer (Ft)
[Dkco«.M.gKln."tWr (ft)
DISC Wings "Doomsday Mission" (Ft)

Ms BhoOWf,. msr

ENC

Movie:... "P»nflulum'(i969 Drama) George Pepparo" JeanSeoeig

ESPN Up Close
FAM

Outrageous
Movie,

S'I

Sportscenter
I Can't Believe

MTV

IS 30) Jama Countdown

SC

Last Word

son

I Sports News

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) I

TLC Renovation

Show-Funny

Ms«xUafjue«"(i994.C<irr^)Criarl«Sheen PGX

HIST Hitler (R| (Part 3 ol 5)

[Renovation

TNT Babylon SiHSleieo) I
TOON Batraan: Sense [Batman: Series

South Park

Movie:... "FamiyBi»mB"(i9W.Corr^-r>ami)SeanCcnriery

IMCanswyCF

OhNofMr.M

ILHe.Camere

I Upright Citiien

Warrior Island "Korowsi" (R)

Daily Show

[Steins Money

JwdctflUAutoswfnRr

{Mayor League Bassos! Teams lo Be Announced I

IMovIe: ••'-, "Those She Le*8ahno-( 1989. Drama) Gary Cole

TOO Club

Movie:... •tonr^OnyriArrr»nM"(l997)Vrtgrtriames R I

Oz "Visas. Conjugal and Otherwise" Chris Rock X

Secrets of the Roaetta Stone (R)

Modem Marvels "Eiflel Tower" (R) Weapons ai War fl

I Great Empires: Emp«e

Fanatic (R)

Beavis-Butl

Tribe Time

Major League Baaebal Cleveland Indians al New York Yankees From Yankee Stadium. (Live)

Sightings fl 1

Star Trek "The Sgune of Gotios" X

Eye Spy Video

[Say What?

HomeAoainiR) Home Again (R) World's Deadliest Volcanoes (R)

Total Request Live (R) (In Stereo)

Truelile

[Reel Sports T

TBA

Fanatic (R)

Sports News

FOX Sports New.

ILovekne (R)

Seaouest2032"Sp<>di<t"X

V •Breakout" (R) (In Stereo) X

Earth Story Earth Moves' |R|

Earth Story "Red. Hot and Okie"

World's Deadliest Volcanoes (R)

Slghtlnga(R)X IStar Trek X

Efl long Day's Journey" X

Movie:... "A»ir*Rrr/nite»»j-|t9S3.r>ama)TornCrurM

Babylon 5 (R)(m Slereo) I

Movie: "«Wrsr>«'«*j»»s-(19e3)

Freakaioid!

CowtChkken lAnimenlacs

FsntstcnesI

Darter's Lab

IDeiter's Lab

BugstDafty

| Tom and Jerry

IScootwDoo

USA

rlerculee: Legendary Jrnye.

Xant: Warrior Prinoaaa (h Stereo) Walker, Teiaa Ranger "Lucas" X

Movie:.'i 'neH^leo"(l996.Susperrse)ChtisloryierLambert I

VHI

Women First (R) [My Generation

Sei Appeal

SoWGold,H,

[Pop-Up Video " SoM Gold

I Solid Gold

[SolidGold|R)

-Jana and Megan

i ee'i "Slow Our(1981. Suspense) John Travola (In Slereo)

Major League Baseba*. Teams to Be Announced (Live) X
IShowFunny

••'••4
"'.'.•■

Movie:.. Ta>;anarUr/lejurlcasBoy'(l9E8.Advenlure)MlMHs(<iy.

"We love you
guys!"

ILegands "MarvinGaye"(InStereo)

[Cow . Chicken

New York Undercov.r Tasha""X

Send a special message for ail the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!
Size shown: 2 column x 2" = $20
Size not shown: 1 column x 3" = $15
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
i
"i
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
ITS BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 NEWS
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Eye on Summer heat wave has passed
news

□ Officially, at least,
the brutal summer of
1998 is over in Texas.

piled from staff and wire reports

The Associated Press

FUEL

DALLAS — Many years from
now, folks in Texas will be telling
their grandchildren about the
summer of 1998, when the heat
seemed to bake the Lone Star
State to a hard enamel finish.
Security guard Beth McDonald will be able tell of how she
would "go home, turn on the air
conditioner, strip and play on
the computer."
Mary Jo Walker's kids will
recall how they were dragged to
the library, pool, shopping mall
and twice to Colorado — just
about anywhere there was air
conditioning or cooler weather.
"You can't do Chuck E. Cheese's
every day," Ms. Walker said.
For this was one of the
hottest, deadliest and costliest

Gas prices lowest levels in 6 1/2 years
NEW YORK (AP) — The price of gasoline is at its lowest level in
61/2 years, according to a survey conducted for the American Automobile Association.
The AAA, which surveys gas prices around the nation each
month, said the average price of a gallon of self-serve regular unleaded gas this month was $1,057, down 1.8 cents from August and 23.1
cents from a year ago.
Gasoline prices have fallen at the pump as supplies remained
plentiful even during the summer driving season. The drop in the
retail price reflects a slide in wholesale gas and crude oil prices.
The average price of self-serve mid-grade gas this month was
$1,145, down 2.1 cents from August and 22.6 cents from September,
1997. Self-serve premium averaged $1,208 this month, down 1.4 cents
from August and 22.4 cents from a year ago.
The AAA said its survey showed regular unleaded gas was most
expensive in the West at $1,211 a gallon, and least expensive in the
Southeast at 97.4 cents.
• Other regional prices for regular unleaded: New England, $1,058;
^id-Atlantic states, $1,041; Great Lakes states, $1.02; Midwest,
$1,016; and Southwest, $1,012.
I The survey was conducted for the AAA by Oil Price Information
Service.

□ A Midwestern
phone company offers
service to filter out
sales calls.

1

fo live//W-)

The Associated Press
■

CHICAGO — A Midwestern
phone company is offering what
it says is a first-of-its-kind service to help screen out those
annoying sales calls that always
seem to come during dinner.
"The message is loud and
clear: Our customers simply
want control over telemarketing," Diane Primo, president of
product
management
for
Ameritech Corp., said Tuesday,
the first day the service was

Campus Manor
6f 0 Eighth Street
313 N Mam

733 Manville Avenue
8S0 Sixth Street

113 Railroad St (next to Kinko's)
3S2-9302
Mon-Fri8-S Sat 8-12
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Wr make low expenses a top priority.
As the largest retirement system in the
world' —a nonprofit company focused exclusively on the financial needs of the educational
and research communities — our expenses are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.7
In fact, TIAA-CREFs 0.31% average fund
expenses are less than half of the expense charges
of comparable funds/ It's why Morningstar—
one ot the nation s leading sources ol annuity and
mutual fund information — says. At that level
[TIAA-CREF] is cheaper than any other

[variable annuity] policy, and is even competitive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes,
though it offers far more benefits."'
TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the
financial services industry."
Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
Morningstar also noted our commitment to
"consumer education, service" and "solid
investment performance." Because that can
make a difference in the long run. too.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would
like to spend more in retirement, not on their
retirement company. Today, over two million
people count on that approach to help them
build a comfortable and secure future. So
can you. To find out more, call us at
1 800 842-2776. We'd consider it a compliment

Visit u. on the Internet at www.tiaa-crtf.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
I. Bawd on S25« hllion ,n j
>ent 2 Sli**,r»i<P*~,U
r AVia* A~V" !"•: Lepper Analytical Service*. Inc.,
■nftW-An
OtM l9ScI(Ouart»rlyt J Of the 4.629 variable annuitm tracked by MoeningMar. the average fund had total IIM
..g annual eapenees of 0.82*» plui an insurance »ptw of I 27*. Sourc* Morningttar. Inc.. for period* ending 7/3l«».
4. Sourcv Momingttar Principle lanaeiV A*mul**lU/t a/30/98
TIAA-CREF raprnen arc eubtect lo change and arc nol guaranteed for the future. Paat performance ie no guarantee of future teeultt
TIAA-CREF Individual and Inttiiunonal Servtcra ditinhute. CREF certiorate! and inierrm m the TIAA Real Eetelc Account
For more cornphrtr information, .nduding charge* and expenses, call I 800 S42-2776. cite niton 5609. for the proepectuee*
Read them carefully before you invest or vend money

<L

Carrie Casketter, bedding department manager at a Dallas
nursery, works with petunias, Tuesday. She feels fall will be a
busy for the nursery because of lost trees due to the heat.

offered in parts of Chicago and
Detroit.
It will be expanded to
Ameritech customers throughout the Great Lakes region next
year and also will be offered to
other phone companies.
Here's how the Privacy Manager works:
First, a customer must have
Caller ID. Then callers whose
numbers register as "unavailable" or "unknown" are intercepted by a recorded message
that asks the caller to identify
himself or herself after a beep.
If the caller does so, the call
then rings through. If the recipient picks up the phone, he or she
hears a recording identifying the
caller and is given three pushbutton options: accept the call,

decline the call or decline the call
and have the Privacy Manager
tell the caller not to call again.
One big reason it works is that
many telemarketers arrange to
have their numbers blocked
from being recognized by Caller
ID.
Ameritech officials said the
beauty of the system is that
based on product testing, seven
of every 10 unidentified callers,
often salespeople, simply hang
up. That means the phone never
rings.
"That's a lot of dinners,
movies and bedtime stories that
went uninterrupted," said John
Rooney, president of Ameritech
consumer services.
The Privacy Manager costs
$3.95 a month in addition to the

approximate $7.50 charged
monthly for Caller ID.
There are some inconveniences, namely for friends and
family members who have their
numbers blocked from Caller ID
or who call from pay phones or
states that don't transmit their
phone numbers. These people
will have to go through the
screening process every time
they call.
Ameritech, which provides
local service to 11 million residential and 1 million business
customers in Illinois, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Indiana and Ohio,
said tests of the Privacy Manager
have shown it to be the company's most popular service in
more than a decade.

\

RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
ITS NOT EVERT DAY
YOUGET A COMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.
All financial companies charge operating fees
1 \. and expenses —some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way, more of your money goes where it
should —towards building a comfortable future.

Associated Press photo

Phone company to control telemarketing

Don't go bananffjs.
ooking for a plfl&M

RE Management sfill has
apartments available

summers in Texas history. And
it's not necessarily over just
because the calendar says it's fall
as of Wednesday.
Just how hot was it?
Fifty-one times — more than
seven weeks in all — afternoon
highs reached or exceeded 100
degrees. Sundown brought little
relief, with overnight temperatures dropping no lower than 80
degrees a record 38 times.
Dallas-Fort Worth endured its
hottest May-August on record.
Overall temperatures averaged
85.9 degrees, exceeding the 85.6
average in 1980.
At least 131 people died of the
heat in Texas, including 51 illegal
immigrants near the Mexican
border. About 100 died of the
heat in 1980, excluding illegal
immigrants.
It was the second-driest AprilAugust on record with 5.84 inches of rain. Only to the Dust Bowl
year of 1934 was drier.

Read The BG News everyday!
FRATERNITY RECRUITMENT
OA0 - On Wooster across from Founders
<t>IK - Field between Saddlemire and Kriescher
IOE - Behind Rodgers toward East Hall
<DKT - Behind Rodgers toward East Hall
ASO - Old Fraternity Row off of Wooster by Rodgers
AXA - Old Fraternity Row by Rodgers
riKO - Old Fraternity Row near Rodgers and Jerome Library
AY- Old Fraternity Row across from the Jerome Library
B©n - Old Fraternity Row near Conklin
FIJI - Old Fraternity Row near Conklin
ZBT - Old Fraternity Row off of Wooster on the Conklin side
OX - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
KZ - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
ZAE - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
ATA - Field behind Conklin
ZX - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Harshman Quad side

KA - In AfA house

Sept- 22 & 23rd 730pm - 930pm
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Switched baby ineligible for support
□ Judge rules that mother of
switched baby can't get child
support.
The Associated Press
STANARDSVILLE. Va. — A Judge refused to
order child-support payments from the exboyfrlend of a woman whose baby was switched at
birth three years ago.
"I can"t order child support from people who
aren't parents." Judge Frank Somerville told
Paula Johnson and her ex-boyfriend Carlton Conley on Monday.
Conley was with Ms. Johnson when she delivered her baby in June 1995 and when she took
Callie home, but the two later broke off their relationship.

Ms. Johnson, 31. learned in July that Callie
was switched shortly after birth with another
newborn. The same month, the parents of the
other child. Rebecca Chittum. were killed in a car
crash.
It was the dispute over Callie's child support
that originally brought to light evidence of the
hospital's mix-up.
In January. Ms. Johnson asked Somerville for
an order forcing Conley to pay child support after
he stopped making voluntary S75-a-week payments in October.
Somerville ordered a paternity test, and the
results Indicated that neither he nor Ms. Johnson
were Callie's biological parents.
Further genetic tests determined that Callie's
parents were Kevin Chittum and Whitney Rogers,
a Buena Vista couple killed in a Jury 4 car crash,
and that Rebecca's biological parents are Conley
and Ms. Johnson.
Paula Johnson

labs. However, officials and lab
technicians dispute the overcrowding rumor.
Jason Brandeberry, sophomore science education major,
does not feel that there is any
problem with students' access to
computers.
"Computer labs get full during the day, but we have enough
where we can send them to other

our department web pages,"
Douglas said.
One other area of concern to
students is housing. According
to Jim Zentmeyer, associate
director of residence life, this is
not a problem.
As of Labor Day, there were
6,893 students living on campus.
The University's capacity is
6,930, he said.
Some of the single room offerings were eliminated to make

trict representatives, and thinks
the representatives will do a a
good job of raising issues.
"District
Representatives
raise issues from the ground to
the service, and this group will
bring a new perspective with
new ideas to the organization,"
she said. "They seem really outgoing and will go out and talk to
students to get their input."

CANINE
Continued from page one.

AMOcUted Press Photo

room for incoming students, but
there are still rooms available.
Whether or not the overcrowding is real, it is something
to be aware of, according to
Michael Walsh, director of
admissions.
"Overcrowding is a concern
from the admissions standpoint," Walsh said. "How well
we handle it will have an impact
on how perspective students
view the University."

drugs, it will start digging. Reef
said.
The training process lasts for
six to 12 weeks, depending on
the school. In addition, the cost
of canines is approximately
$10,000 which includes training
and equipment. Reef said. He
said canines work six to eight
years and must be certified by
the state every two years.
Greenwood said there are two
types of narcotic dogs — aggressive and passive.
"Aggressive narcotic dogs
will pinpoint the exact location
of the drug and start barking
and scratching for it," he said.
Passive narcotic dogs will
find the location of the drugs
and sit there. This leaves the

police officer to dig for the
drugs.
During the evening. Greenwood hid a glass bottle of black
heroin in a sofa. Boch located the*
drug by barking and digging for
it.
Greenwood said Boch knows
the difference between a demonstration and real life. He said in
real life Boch will search a building for 15 minutes, take a break,
and return to the search.
Kimberly Roskin, a residence
advisor in McDonald, said the
presentation was successful and
she enjoyed it.
"It was successful, everyone
enjoyed it and had gained information from the demonstration," she said.

POLICE BLOTTER

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN DOING
GRAPHICS FOR THE BG NEWS?

CITY

IF SO PLEASE CALL TARA AT 372-2603

In the 300 block of Campbell Hill, an ambu
lance was requested for someone having a diabetic reaction, Monday.
In the 800 block of Vale Ct. April Marcimak was arrested for disorderly conduct with
persistence and resisting arrest, Monday.
A man, in the 10 block of Bowling Green,
reported he lost his wallet. Monday.
In the 700 block of High St, the front win
dow of an apartment was broken, Monday.

it

labs if they get full," Brandeberry said.
Path Douglas, computer operations supervisor, has a suggestion for students who feel that
changes need to be made in the
labs.
"If a client comes into the lab
and has a suggestion for
improvements, 1 really would
like to encourage them to voice
their
ideas
via
the
comment/suggestion form on

Continued from page one.
increase the awareness of what
the organization does for the
University. She would like to
see more students on campus
participate in USG and get more
students involved.
Maryann Russell, vice president of USG, said she feels positive about the newly-elected dis-

CROWDED
Continued from page one.

USG

A woman, in the 1000 block of S Main St.
reported her wallet taken when she left it under
the dnver's seat, Monday
On E Wooster and N. College St, Robert
Crandall was cited for non use of a seatbelt,

Monday

Today's city police blotter includes items from Wednesday and Thursday
Police stood by, in the 100 block of Ridge
St., while a woman gained entry into her exhusband's residence to retrieve personal items,
Monday
An ambulance was requested for someone
having chest pains in the 1000 block of Kioto
St, Monday.
On E. Gypsy Ui and Campbell Hill, a suspicious man was given a ride to the truckstop,
Monday.
A non-injury traffic accident occurred in the
800 block of Third St.. Monday
In the 1600 block of E Wooster St. a camera
lent was found in a woman's bathroom, possible voyeurism, Monday
In the 1300 block of Ckmgh St, Da wan T
Jones was died for no seatbelt. Monday.

A bicycle was found in the 100 block of
Crim St.. Monday.

CAMPUS
When the parking officer was checking Lot
F, she found a vehicle that had all the tires
slashed, Friday
In Founders Hall on Friday, a comptaintant
reported that unknown person(s) damaged
part of the west side of the hall
A woman reported that her gray women's
15-speed Murray bike was taken from the Life
Science bike rack, Friday

A woman reported a local contracting com-

pany is using her residence's water and hoses
while they build a home next door, in the 10
block of Bowling Green. Monday.
Kids were playing with the phone, in the
300 block of Napoleon St. when they accidentally dialed 911, Monday.
A woman's car was towed in the 200 block
of E Wooster St., Monday.
On the comer of Eighth and High St, a man
witnessed a car being broken into. Monday.
In the 1400 block of Clough St, a neighbor
reported loud musk nearby, Monday.
A suspicious man was seen in the 800 block
ofS Main St, Monday
In the 600 block of Napoleon St., a woman
reported her ex-husband would not leave her
residence and was threatening suicide, Monday

Loud yelling was heard in the 700 block of
Clough St., Monday.

Attention Students!"

A woman, in the 300 block of Napoleon St.,
reported she had been raped at her residence,
Monday

Are you looking for a way
to get involved??

Three suspicious vehicles were advised to
leave the parking lot in the 700 block of Kenwood St, Tuesday.
A man, in the 1000 block of S Main St.
reported a man had refused to leave his residence. Tuesday.
A man reported his vehicle had been vandalized, in the 1000 block of Fairview Ave.,
Tuesday
On S Summit and Gould St, a small fire
had started on a couch left in the front yard.
Tuesday.

The University Activities Organization is now
accepting director applications for the
following committees:
Contemporary Issues, Cultural Awareness
Outdoor Kecreat\on, and Service.

In the 900 block of Thurstin Ave.. loud
music and yelling wen? heard nearby. Tuesday

Today's city police blotter includes items from Wednesday and Thursday

Amy Birkemeier from Kalida, Ohio, was
cited for speed on Merry Ave, Friday

stole his shirt from the clothes dryer in the
Offenhauer East laundry roomSteven McBrian, from Geneva. Ohio, and a
juvenile from Cortland, Ohio, were cited for
underage consumption, Saturday.

Jonathan Clark, from Arcanum, Ohio, was
cited for entering the Do Not Enter at the east
end of Lot G, Friday

In Mac Donald, a man reported that a
woman struck him after exchanging a few
words, Saturday.

On Friday, a man reported that someone

A report of telephone harassment was

On Friday, a man reported he lost his commuter parking decal while off-campus

BROWN PACKAGE

received from a resident in Compton Hall, Saturday.
In MacDonald West, a man reported that he
was sleeping when someone threw an apple
through his window
On Saturday, someone reported that one of
the fire extinguishers in the Life Science building was set off.

I ORANGE PACKAGE

Scholastic Year

One Semester

(8/15/98-5/15/99)

(8/15/98-12/31/98)

Basic Cable Service
Student Deal: $175.00

Basic Cable Service
Student Deal: $100.00

FREDDIE FALCON

FREIDA FALCON

Scholastic Year

One Semester

(8/15/98-5/15/99)

(8/15/98- 12/31/98)

Premium Channel of
Your Choice!
Student Deal: $50.00ea.

Premium Channel of
Your Choice!
Student Deal: $25.00ea.
AUGUST MOVIES ARE
SPECTACULAR ON

PAY-PER-VIEW DONT MISS
ANOTHER MINUTE OF IT!

O0J3LECOMM
TOUK LOOM. OUHJ TV COMNtCTION

Applications can be picked up in the UAO Office
(330 Student Union). They are to be returned to
Jacki Kenny no later than Wednesday,
September 23,1998 at 5:00pm. You should sign up
for an interview when you return your application.
•Director positions are open to full-time students who are
second semester freshmen or higher.

irtual PC's
3344 Secor Road Spring Meadows Bowling Green
419-531 -9070
419-867-9070
419-353-8324

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
■ AMD K6-2 3D Now Processor
• 32 Mb 10ns SDRAM Memory
• 4.3 Gb Ultra DMA Hard Drive
■ 24x Enhanced CD ROM Drive
• 3D Sound Card

•
•
•
■
•

56k Flex &V.90 voice Modem
Mid AT Slide Tower Case
104 WmM Keyboard
Mitsumi PS/2 Mouse
Windows 98

• 3 Year Parts* Labor Warranty
• Windows 08 Pre-mstalled

• Super 106 CD Software

Microsoft

Windows98

TOTAL PACKAGE
INCLUDES:
«roTech Meridian S7100
^^ 15" Digital Monitor
Lexmark* Color Printer
Memorex* 300x600 dpi Flatbed Scanner
Memorex* 6 Outlet Surge Protector
Memorex* Dust Covers
Memorex* 10 Pack Floppy Disks w/Case

si 9.099

'Includes
•60 mtil-in rebate
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Puerto Rico
begins to rebuild
after hurricane
□ Puerto Ricans begin
to rebuild lives and
buildings after 110
mph winds ripped
through.
The Associated Press
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
Bulldozing across Puerto Rico,
Hurricane Georges served up a
powerful reminder of what
nature can do: rivers overflowed,
trees were strewn like matchsticks across highways, and 4
million people were left without
power.
With transportation impossible in many areas, officials have
yet to gauge the full extent of one
of the most powerful storms to
hit this U.S. territory in decades.
At least five Puerto Ricans
were killed — along with at least
six others who died as a result of
the storm elsewhere in the

Brain's use of
oxygen points
to stroke risk,
study finds

Caribbean — and authorities
here fear the casualty figures will
rise. Damage was expected to
reach into the hundreds of millions of dollars.

□ People suffereing
from a blocked
carotid artery are
more likely to suffer a
stroke.

The storm also lashed the U.S.
Virgin Islands, causing extensive
damage to homes and businesses
in St. Croix and other neighboring islands, disrupting phone
service in and out of the territory.
Details were sketchy because of
the communication problems.

The Associated Press
CHICAGO — Researchers
have come up with a way to
predict which people with
totally blocked carotid arteries
in the neck are most likely to
suffer strokes.

Georges' 110 mph winds
spared not an inch of the U.S. territory as it swept westward after
hitting ground late Monday.
'We are starting from ground
zero," said Gov. Pedro Rossello.
President Clinton declared
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands disaster areas even as
Georges was still passing over
Puerto Rico en route to the
Dominican Republic, which was
hit hard Tuesday.

AuocUted Pre»t photo

A man takes a look at two sailboats and a motorboat washed up on the shore by the force of
Hurricane Georges in Fajardo, Tuesday. The'hurricane produced 110 mph winds, leaving at
least six people dead in Puerto Rico and about tour million others without power. President
Clinton declared the island and others diseaster areas.

Clinton advocates patience with Japan's economic crisis
□ President Clinton
gives Japan leeway in
changing their economic problems.
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — In a show of
sympathy for Japan's economic
predicament. President Clinton

said Tuesday that while the
world wants Tokyo to kick-start
its long-slumping economy, he is
willing to give the Japanese government leeway to do "what is
politically possible."
Clinton remarked to reporters
after a one-hour private conversation with Prime Minister Keizo
Obuchi. It was their first meeting
since Obuchi took office July 30

with promises to spur Japanese
economic growth and stabilize
its weak banking system.
"They have to work out what
is politically possible," Clinton
said, alluding to disagreement in
Tokyo over how to stimulate the
economy and to the shaky state
of ObuchVs compromise with
opposition parties last week to
deal with billions of dollars in

bad bank debt.
Reporters also tried to question Clinton about the Monica
Lewinsky affair. He responded
merely, "I don't have anything to
add to whatever the White
House is saying." Clinton said,
as he has often recently, that he is
focusing on official business.
For the second day in a row,

Clinton sought to keep his focus
on foreign policy. Tuesday's U.S.Japanese talks lasted about three
hours, including a working luncheon, and produced no breakthroughs. The two sides, issued
joint statements pledging to
cooperate on civilian uses for
Global Positioning System satellites and on the Year 2000 computer conversion problem.

The researchers say the discovery could lead to the revival
of a surgical bypass procedure
that was abandoned in the
1980s. They say it could save
lives.
A blocked carotid artery isn't
always dangerous, but an estimated 50,000 people suffer
strokes from such blockages
each year. Up to now, doctors
have had no reliable way of
predicting which blockages
might lead to strokes, said a
researchers.
But now, an existing method
of measuring oxygen use by the
brain appears to offer a means
of prediction, the researchers
reported in Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical
Association.
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General Info
Meeting
All Residents Welcome

Birth Con"°/^\ "retention

* Executive Board positions available *

Questions?

Wednesday, September 23

9:00pm

When:
Where:

Room 112 BAM.

STD's

September 23, 7:30pm
Mac Donald COW Room / Countryside

Dr. Tamara Howell will discuss birth control options, sexually
transmitted diseases & women's health and preventive measures.

The first 150 people get FREEBiES!!

For more info call 372.8165 or Cliff @ 372.1374

| Sponsored by Wellness Connection. Student Health Service and Upjohn Pharmaceuticals.
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Grandma cant understand why she hasnt received
your SENIOR PORTRAIT yet?
Call 1.800.069.1338
to schedule a sitting.
The cost is low,
it only takes a lew minutes, ana
you'll make the whole lamily happy
Portraits taken in 28 West Hall from 10-6pm daily
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BG ready for rematch with Toledo
□ The Falcons will face
Toledo in their first
conference game.

Hail to Ripken,
Griffith-Joyner
and Fulmer
I believe there are three individuals worth paying tribute to
this week: Cal Ripken, Jr., Florence Griffith-Joyner and Phillip
Fulmer.
For Cal, this day came unexpectedly. He didn't have the
publicity until after the game
like in 1995 when he broke Lou
Gehrig's record of 2,131 straight
games played. However, the
record of 2,632 will stand a long
time.
We all knew it would end
sometime. It just happened to be
Sunday — Baltimore's last home
game of the season. I believe he
did the right thing in ending the
streak where it started — right in
his hometown of Baltimore, Md.
Now the pressure is off himself
and Oriole manager Ray Miller.
The Olympics lost a true
American figure when it lost Florence Griffith-Joyner. I won't forget her performances at the 1988
Summer Games in Seoul, South
Korea. She thrilled everyone
with her record-breaking speed.
I remember looking at the television in that summer between
fourth and fifth grade and saying, "Wow." Her world records
in the 100 and 200-meter dashes
still stand after a decade.
It is sad for me to see her light
end like this. She did not deserve
to die at such a young age of 38.
May this be a lesson to everyone.
I ask that you pray for her family
and friends during this time of
grievance.
Lastly, I have to talk about
Phillip Fulmer. I have a lot of
respect for him. I was so happy
to see Collins Cooper's field goal
go left giving Tennessee the 2017 overtime victory. He finally
beat Florida.
Fulmer is a class act on the
football field. What is so unique
about him is that he's been the
winningest coach in the 90s
while keeping discipline on and
off the field. Former college
greats such as Lawrence Phillips,
Warren Sapp and the various
members of Oklahoma's "Jail
Gang" during the 80s Barry
Switzer reign would never wear
a Tennessee uniform. Fulmer
doesn't want his team associated
with a bad image.
In 1995, he booted his all-SEC
punter off for a minor incident
involving himself and a Tennesse
female student. This strict code
of conduct may have hurt his
team in the past. However, Peyton Manning staying his senior
year is part to Fulmer's credit.
Manning might not have stayed
for a different coach.
When I think of Steve Spurrier, I frown. Running up scores
always comes to mind. Last
year's 82-6 whitewashing of
Central Michigan will always be
in the back of my head especially
against a Mid-American Conference team. No team should score
that many points. I don't care
how talented they are. Humiliation in sports is uncalled for.
Fulmer finally got the wondei
of the Florida-Tennessee rivalry.
He deserved it. Remember this
saying: Class equals praise!
One day, Fulmer will rank up
there with coaching greats such
as Bear Bryant and Joe Paterno
because of that.
G. Michael Graham is the
Assistant Sports Editor of the BG
News. He can be reached at
garymg9bgnet.bgsu.edu.

By NICK HURM and
MATT STEINER
The BG News
Now is when it really counts.
The Bowling Green Volleyball
team will enter Mid American
Conference play today facing
Toledo. The Rockets have a
record of 1-8, but BG knows they
cannot be taken for granted.
"Anytime Bowling Green
plays Toledo both sides of the net
are pretty fired up," BG coach
Deruse Van De Walle said. "They

are 1-8, but we don't look at that.
Everyone is 0-0 right now, that's
everybody's record in the conference."
Toledo was able to upend
South Alabama on Sept. 11 for
their only victory. Despite having three players in the top ten in
the conference in service aces,
the Rockets have struggled due
to uncertainty concerning its
lineup.
"We have had a lot of different
people at a lot of different positions," Toledo coach Kent Miller
said. "We really haven't developed a set lineup that consistently works yet. No one has shown
that they are a standout."
As BG heads into tonight's
match and the MAC season, they

BG: 6-6 overall.
Toledo: 1-8 overall.
• MAC season opener
will have to overcome a few
factors.
Inconsistent play has left the
Falcons at 6-6. Injuries to couple
of players could lead to lineup
changes. Players with little play-

ing time this season will have to
perform consistently for the
team to win.
"Number one would be consistency," Van De Walle said.
"Right now we have a few people with some injuries, which is
kind of concerning us a little bit.
If we can improve individually,
then we are going to improve a
great deal as a team. We have got
a lot of talent."
Another area that will need to
improve is blocking.
With the exception of Lori
Kemerer, no other player on BG
averages over one block per
game. The only player close to
Kemerers' average is Krista
Davis with an average of 0.88
blocks per game.

In the three losses at the JMU
tourney, Bowling Green averaged 1.83 blocks per game.
Coach Van De Walle has set a
goal of at least two blocks per
game.
In the previous mrtch against
Toledo the Falcons met and sur->
passed this goal with 3.5 blockst
per game. The Falcon's first step,
to the MAC championship will'
be riding on the match tonight. !
"The league is going to be
extremely competitive," Van De
Walle said. "One match could b«
the difference. To win a championship it is going to take tremendous effort, desire, and very
simply, paying attention to
detail."
i

BG prepares for Central Florida
□ After facing two
nationally ranked
teams, the Falcons are
ready for Central Florida and Heisman hopeful Daunte Culpepper.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
Bowling Green has developed
a short-term memory this season.
The Falcons are trying to forget the first two games of the season. In those two losses, Missouri won 37-0 and Perm State
thrashed BG 48-3.
BG spent their bye weekend last
Saturday off the field to relax
and went back to work Sunday
in preparation for their first
home game Saturday against
Central Florida.

Who's got hands?
The top two receivers for the

Falcons this year have been tight
end Tony Holcomb and fullback
Adam Lige. BG wideouts Kurt
Gerling, Matt Bunsey and Josh
Siebenhar have five receptions
between them.
Coach Blackney is giving
receivers Leon Weathersby and
Aaron Alexander more opportunities to catch the ball in an
attempt to generate more yards.
The Falcon receivers have caught
14 passes for a mere 132 yards in
the first two games.
Freshman wideout/punt
returner Robert Redd will not
play due to a violation of a team
rule. Siebenhar will be returning
punts instead.

Quarterback query?
Backup quarterback Ricky
Schneider led the Falcons to
their only score of the year, a 43yard Meld goal against Penn
State. And starting senior quarterback Nlemet has nearly as
many interceptions as completions.
Both Schneider and Niemet
have had considerable playing
time in each game. Coach Gary

"The Score was very misleading. Central
Florida dropped no less than Jour
interceptions right in their hands. *
Gary Blackney,
BG Head Football Coacb

Blackney has said that he will
name a starter before the Falcons
open their Mid-American Conference schedule against Ohio
Oct. 3.
Schneider Is 10-20 for 99
yards, one touchdown and one
Interception, while Nlemet Is 420 for 33 yards and three Interceptions.
"I think the bottom line Is
when you're a competitive person, you want to be the guy,"
Blackney said of the two quarterbacks. "We need to decide on a
quarterback and stick with the
decision."

Little injuries
BG has been knocking on
wood.
The Falcon injuries are few

and far between. Defensive end
Letoskey Carey has a small
shoulder problem and is questionable for Saturday's game.
Center Doug Dorley is near 100
percent from a knee problem.
Wideout Will Sullivan will have
wires removed from his pinkie
finger on Friday and is doubtful
for Saturday's game. Wideout
Ken Dobbs is still sidelined by an
ankle injury and is questionable
for Saturday.

Stopping speed
The Falcons know they have
to stop Daunte Culpepper this
weekend, but that's not the problem. Simulating Culpepper's
ability in practice is.
After Corby Jones ravaged the
Falcons for three touchdowns at

Missouri, it was obvious that BG
could not match his speed;
Culpepper has speed similar to
Jones, in terms of running and
passing the ball.
"Most of his rushing yards are
of the scrambling variety or on
the quarterback draw," Blackney
said. "He's not afraid to pull the
ball down and take off with it.
And he doesn't hook slide either.
He gets right in there."
Purdue's 35-7 victory over
Central Florida last week was
Culpepper's first nationally televised appearance. The Golden
Knights only scored one touchdown, but Culpepper was 30-47
for 368 yards, one touchdown
and one interception.
"The score was very misleading," Blackney said of the Purdue-Central Florida game. "Central Florida dropped no less than
four interceptions right in their
hands."

Rugby mauls Miami

□ The BG rugby team
beats Miami in their
weekend doubleheader.
ByJOEFINNELL
Special to the BG News

In a doubleheader between two
teams ranked in the top five, the
third-ranked Falcon rugby team
crushed the fifth-ranked team
Miami University by scores of 58-0
and 57-0.
The matches never lived up to
the pre-match hype as the Falcons
dominated every phase of the two
matches.
The victories, coupled with a
pair of wins over Cooley Law
School, are expected to move the
Falcons up to the number two
ranking In the nation. Miami may
drop out of the top twenty.
"This was certainly an unexpected result," BG coach Roger

Mazzarella said. "The scoreboard
total is one thing, to steal their
lineouts, scrums, rucks and
mauls is quite another."
Falcon eight man Jeff McVey
opened the scoring when he peeled
off the back of a scrum and cut
through the RedHawk defense for
a try.
Taking the resulting kickoff.
wing Brian Scerca ran 85 yards for
a try. That along with fry half
Corey Ward's conversion kicks,
gave BG a quick 14-0 lead.
As the Falcons approached the
Miami goal line, a brawl broke out.
When the fight was broken up.
RedHawk prop Mike Hlgglns was
ejected. Bowling Green was awarded a penalty try and any hope
Miami had of winning the match
died.
This had been pretty typical of
their program the four years that
IVe been here." McVey said. "They
have always tried to make up for a
lack of skill and athleticism with
fists and the boot."
The Falcons poured on the

offense, scoring nearly a point a
minute the remainder of the
match.
Scerca swept the ends three
more times for tries. Ward's three
conversions and a penalty field
goal rounded out the scoring.
The Falcons started the second
match right where the first one left
off. Fullback Tim Reiger took the
opening kickoff in for a try and
then scored again less than 30
seconds later. Bowers picked up
his second of the day. Scott Havericak scored three conversions.
They were followed into the end
zone by center Jamie Weisent.
flankers Ron Humphrey and Matt
Guess.
In the first match against Cooley Law. Ryan Tenbrink scored a
pair of tries. Chad Scultz and
Brent Willbound added two more
along with a conversion kick by
Chris Hoops.
In the second match, center
Ryan Reed and prop Dan Petro
picked up tries and Mike Pangallo
landed a penalty field goal.

Photo Provided
Lock Brian Scarboro hauls In a Uneont ball with help from props Ben
French and Tyler Carroll In last week'i 58-0 rout of Miami.

Culpepper leads CFTJ Knights

□ Daunte Culpepper
brings his talent to
BGSU.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News

Dtunte Culpepper

While Florida and Florida
State worry about who their
starting quarterback will be for
their next game, Central Florida
is set on it's star.
Central Florida senior quarter-

back Daunte Culpepper is leading his team to a possible bowl
appearance for the third year of
the team's tenure in Division 1-A
football. He currently leads the
nation in total offense.
Culpepper, who checks in at 64, 240 pounds, passed up a
chance to go to the pro's last season to come back and help his
team out for his final year.
He is a Heisman candidate
and a Johnny Unitas Golden Arm
award prospect, which is given
to the nations top quarterback

candidate.
His career numbers look like
this -1,106 attempts for 675 completions and 8,866 yards for 65
touchdowns. Those statistics
match up to the career numbers
of past Florida, Florida State and
Miami greats. The names include
Steve Spurrier, Danny Wuerffel,
Charlie Ward, Vinny Testaverde,
and Gino Torretta. As of right
now, Culpepper is on track to
pass for 10,000 yards, 75 touchdowns and a .600 completion
percentage.

Culpepper was recruited by
bigger schools such as Florida
and Florida State during his
senior year at Vanguard High in
Ocala, Fl. Because of his poor
grades, colleges backed off
because his poor grade point
average threatened his college
eligibility.
However, Culpepper was
named Florida's "Mr. Football"
as a senior. He also lettered in
basketball, baseball, weightlift• See CULPEPPER, page nine.
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Women's golf
places 10th
The Falcon women's golf team
finished tenth out of twenty
teams at Northern Illinois'
Huskie Classic. As a team. Bowling Green shot rounds of 351 and
349 to finish at an even 700.
Heidi Hansen led the Falcon
golfers with rounds of 87 and 85
for a total of 172. That tied
Hansen for 35th overall.
Shannon Sharp was one
stroke behind Hansen at 173.
Shannon Smith
and Kate
Kolesnik had scores of 178 and
181. Missy Hinds came in with a
185.
Illinois State came in first
place.
BG finished behind several
other Mid-American Conference
teams including Kent, Toledo,
Northern Illinois and Eastern
Michigan.
■■ RASKETB ALL MM

Men's Schedule
Complete
The Falcons men's' basketball
team had added two games two
it's non-conference schedule.
Northern Iowa will play the Falcons on Nov. 16 at Anderson
Arena. Urbana will visit BG on
Dec. 29.
The Falcons were 10-16 last
year.
After playing exhibition
games against the Ohio All-Stars
on Nov. 4 and Nov. 9 against a
team to be decided later, the Falcons open the regular season
against Northern Iowa. BG's
first Mid-American Conference
game is Dec. 2 at Ohio.
Second year head coach Dan
Dakich will return to Indiana
when the Falcons compete in the
Indiana Classic on Dec. 11-12.
Dakich spent four years as a
player at Indiana and a 12 years
as an assistant coach.

STANDINGS

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
National LealM
PHILADELPHIA PHILUES-Ejclended Ihelr
working agreement with Piedmont ol Ihc South
Atlantic League through 2000
FOOTBALL
national Football League
DENVER BRONCOS-Walved 0L David
Finn from the developmental squad.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Waived DE
Lamanzer Williams
PITTSBURGH STEELERS—signed DB John
Jenkins to the practice squad. Waived DE Mall
Harper from the practice squad
HOCKEY

National Hockey League
ATLANTA THRASHERS—Named Jim Pfelfer
marketing director.
CAROLINA HURRICANES—Assigned F
Greg Koehler. F Scott Levins. F Ian MaiNril.
and G Randy Pclruk lo New Haven of the AHL.
PTTTSBURCH PENGUINS-Slgned C Robert
Lang
ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned Tyson Nash
and Kevin Sawyer to Worcester of the AHL.
COUXOI
AIR FORCE—Named J A Glarranlano
baseball coach.
GEORGIA—Announced C-F Tawnya Nash
has qull the team for personal reasons.

Yankees take twinbill from Tribe
The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Hideki
Irabu pitched eight strong
innings and the New York Yankees matched the second-highest
win total in team history, beating
Cleveland 5-1 Tuesday to complete a sweep of a day-night doubleheader.
In the first game between the
AI_ division champions, rookie
Shane Spencer hit two home
runs as the Yankees defeated the
Indians 10-4.
Spencer got two more hits in
the second game as the Yankees
improved to 109-48. New York
tied the win total of the 1961
team, leaving them behind only
the club mark of 110 by the 1927
Yankees.
The AL record for wins is 111
by the 1954 Indians. The Yankees
have five games left to top that
total.
Irabu (13-9) allowed three singles and a fifth-inning double by
Jeff Branson. He struck out seven
and walked two.
Chad Ogea (5-4) gave up two
runs in the first inning on
Spencer's RBI single and Chili
Davis' sacrifice fly.
Rookie Ricky Ledee tripled
home two runs off Ogea in the
sixth. Ledee later had an RBI
grounder.
Cleveland scored an unearned
run in the second inning when
Jim Thome drew a leadoff walk,
moved to third on Brian Giles'
one-out single and scored on a
throwing error by Yankees catcher Jorge Posada as Giles stole second.
Spencer went 5-for-7 with
three RBIs in the doubleheader.
He hit two of the Yankees' four
homers in the first game to give

New York a total of 201, secondmost in team history behind the
240 hit in 1961.
Spencer, Tino Martinez and
Scott Brosius homered in a fourrun second inning. Spencer
homered again in the fourth.
Ramiro
Mendoza
(10-2)
allowed four runs on seven hits
in five innings and became the
sixth Yankees pitcher to win 10
games this year. The last time the
Yankees had six 10-game winners was 1977 — the last team in
the majors to accomplish the feat
was the 1987 Toronto Blue Jays.
Jim Bruske relieved Mendoza
and pitched three scoreless
innings before Joe Borowski
pitched the ninth.
Dave Burba (14-10) allowed
five runs on eight hits in six
innings and surrendered four
homers. He was 4-0 in his five
starts coming into the game.
Martinez hit his 27th homer
after Bemie Williams drew a fullcount walk to give the Yankees a
2-0 lead in the second.
Spencer connected for his fifth
home run and Brosius followed
by lining a full-count pitch over
the left-center field fence.
Spencer homered to center
leading off the fourth for a 5-3
lead.
The Yankees scored five more
runs in the seventh. Martinez hit
a two-run double and Brosius hit
a two-run single.
Notes: The start of the afternoon game was delayed 15 minutes because of a showers.... Several players from both teams
were still attempting to contact
their relatives in Puerto Rico
before the game after a hurricane
struck the island. ... Tim Raines
underwent an MRI on his left
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Kinko's would tike to help start your semester off right.
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p.m.

Baltimore (Guzman 10-15) at Toronto (Escobar 63), 7:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Jacome 0-0) at N.Y. Yankees (Jerzem
beck 0-1). 7:35 p.m.
Detroit (Florie 7-9) at Kansas City (Appier 1-1),
8:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Parque 6-8) at Minnesota
(Hawkins 7-14), 8:05 p.m.
Texas (Burkett 8-13) at Anaheim (Hill 9-5). 10:35
p.m.
Oakland (Oqulst 7-11) at Seattle (Cloude 8-10).
10:35 p.m.

Includes;
•Kinko's CopyCard - with 25
free self-serve copies'
■ Kinko's Coupon Booklet

■ Kinko's Correction Fluid
■Highlighter & Pen

•

•A*

Philadelphia (Portugal 9-5) at Cincinnati (Parris 64). 7:05 p.m.
Montreal (Pavano 5-8) at N.Y. Mets (Jones 9-8), 7:40
p.m.
Arizona (Benes 14-13) at Colorado (Astado 13-14).
8:05 p.m.
Houston (Johnson 9-1) at St. Louis (Oliver 4-3). 8:10
p.m.
San Diego (Spencer 1-0) at Los Angeles (Bohanon 910). 10:05 p.m.
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Treasurer's Workshop
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Wednesday, September 23
6:00 - 8:00 pm
Alumni Room, Student Union
Come and leam how to spend your organization's
money wisely!

Offer ii timfted to or* coupon ptt tustow Coupon must M prtwitad at DM of
the punruie ind is not vaOd «Hti othti often or discount prograoa. Offer vtbd M
rim* of purchase and may not be discounted or credited towards pan or future purchases- Vand at Kinko's bstad locators only. Coupon void wfiart prohitnted by law
Mo cash value.

Sponsored by
Offica of Student Life
Division of Student Affairs
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4c BLACK & WHITE COPIES
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21
33

Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh at San Francisco. 3:35 p.m.
Philadelphia at Florida. 7:05 p.m.
Montreal at St. Louis. 8:10 p.m.
Milwaukee at Los Angeles. 10:05 p.m.
Only Games Scheduled

Thursday's Games
Baltimore at Boston, 7:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at N.Y. Yankees. 7:35 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Kansas City. 8:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Minnesota. 8:05 p.m.
Texas at Seattle. 10:05 p.m.
Anaheim at Oakland. 10:05 p.m.
Only Games Scheduled

kinkes
Freshmen: Bring this coupon
and your Fnshmtn I.D. cant
to Kinko's and receive a FREE
Welcome Pak while supplies last

26 1/2
29

Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Trachsel 14-8] at Milwaukee (Roque
4-2), 2:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Peters 8-9) at San Francisco (Gardner
12-5). 3:35 p.m.
Atlanta (Smoltz 16-3) at Florida (OJala 2-6). 7:05

While you're there, check out all of Kinko's great products and services.

Pak!

11
18 1/2
25

Tuesday's Games
Late games not included
Atlanta 4, Florida 1
Arizona 8. Colorado 6
St. Louis 4. Houston 0
Montreal 5. N.Y. Mets 3
Chicago Cubs 5. Milwaukee 2
Philadelphia 10. Cincinnati 8. 11 innings
San Diego at Los Angeles, (n)
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, (n)

Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay (Rekar 2-7) at Boston (Avery 9-7). 7:05

We're offering great saving on black & white copies - just 4( each.
And Freshmen, visit your local Kinko's and pick up your FREE Freshmen Welcome Pak.

FREE
Welcome

14
28 1/2
38 1/2
50 1/2

x-clinched division title
Monday's Games
Cincinnati 8. Philadelphia 5
San Francisco 8. Pittsburgh 1
Only Games Scheduled

Tuesday's Games
Late games not included
N.Y. Yankees 10, Cleveland 4. 1st game
N.Y. Yankees 5. Cleveland I, 2nd game
Toronto 7, Baltimore 3
Boston 11. Tampa Bay 2
Chicago White Sox 4. Minnesota 1
Detroit at Kansas City, (n)
Texas at Anaheim, (n)
Oakland at Seattle, (n)
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x-clinched division title
Monday's Games
Boston 4. Tampa Bay 3. 1st Game
Tampa Bay 8. Boston 4. 2nd Game
Toronto 3. Baltimore 1
Cleveland 4. N.Y. Yankees 1
Chicago White Sox 7, Minnesota 1
Detroit 7. Kansas City 5
Seattle 5. Oakland 2
Texas 9. Anaheim 1

WELCOME PAK!
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By The Associated Press
AH Times EDT
East Division

By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
East Division
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CULPEPPER-

Sawyer injures knee

Continued from page seven.

quarterback.

ing and was drafted by the New
York Yankees in the 26th round
but he had already committed to
Central Florida.
Coaches of his team and the
teams that he faces comment on
Culpepper's ability to run the
ball, his extremely strong arm,
and his tremendous running
ability. They mention how he is
able to run over two or three
guys on his way to the endzone
and does it like a tight end or a
running back, but not like a

He is blazing with pure talent.
Culpepper's abilities include
running the 40 yard dash in 4.6
seconds, a 36" vertical leap,
squatting 455 lbs., benching 345
lbs. and has the highest power
clean on the team, at 330 lbs.
He's already been named to
the pre-season All-American by
five different outlets and he has
already been invited to the
East/West game, the Hula Bowl,
and the inaugural all-star gridiron classic.

Classified
Ads

FBEEBlES FREEBIES FREEBIES FREEBIES
Want ID know more about txrtfi control. STD's
and women's health? Then come see Dr. Ta
mara Howetl. OB/GYN. First 150 people get
FREE stuff. Wed. Sept 23 7:30pm MAC COW
Room. Questions??? 372-WELL (9355).
FREEBIES FREEBIES FREEBIES FREEBIES

372-6977

Senior Portraits
End Soon
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Carl Wolf Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits from I0am-6pm daily. Any
senior graduating in Dec. May. or August
should attend Portraits are taken in your drees
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by lie
studio. Sessions take about 15 minutes and
the 16 sitting lee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call 1-600-969-1330 to schedule a silting Portraits taken in 26 West Hall Don't be
left out ol the Historic 1000 Key Yearbook

TV BG Nc*» sill not knowitif ly accvpl ad*rriit«mrieU
ihx divnmiuir. or rnrnwafr diwrimiruitfta igairru
any Mdittdwl or group on the baut of race. ■*■. color.
creed, religion, ruiloaal origM. KMII ortrnuhon. d»■rxUiy. M*U> t\ i vrtrrM. or on die batta of any other
legally pmtevied vtaOn
TV BG New* menet the ngta 10 decline. dnroMinw
or revrtc my aOvtriitemrol un.fi M rhoac found lo be
defamatory. bUmg m factual baut. maUeading or falte
in nature All adtrnncmeau are •wbjrct » editing and
approval

CAMPUS EVENTS

WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR
Interested m ftnding out more about Women's
Health'? Want FREE inlo?Over 20 Exhibits!
Women's Health Fair
Wednesday, Sept 23. n 00-3 30 in front ol
Union-Be there!

Criminal Jo* tee Organization
MM&ng: Wad. Sapt. 23rd 9 15pm 103 BA
Guest Speaker Adult Parole Authority
Everyone Welcome.
Final Days
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Call Now!
Senior portraits will toon be over. Don't be left
out of the Historic 1090 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken in both your dreea dorhei and a
cap and oown the studio provides. The sitting
wWl only take about 15 minutes and your memories w* last forever. The low $6 lee can be
charped through the bursar Portraits are taken
in 28 West Hal (basement). Please caff
1-000-000-1330 m advance lo schedule a sitting.
'Portraits make peat Chnstmas gilts"

Live rock at Uptown tonight. Ghetto billies and
Las Vegas Tumbieweed Connection.
Info 354-2122

SERVICES OFFERED

JUMP at this new offeru SKYDIVE B.O., just
10 mm from campus is now offering a first
lump one day class during the week (M-W-F)
in addition to our regular weekend classes. Cal
for student special information 352-5200.
V/MC acceded

Culpepper has silenced his
critics with big performances
over Louisiana Tech and Eastern
Illinois.
Against
Louisiana
Tech
Culpepper alone gained 439 total
yards, 24-of-37 for 370 yards and
passing for four touchdowns.
He also passed up Darin Hirshaw as the Central Florida alltime leader in pass completions
with 617.
Culpepper again led his team
to victory with a 48-0 blowout
over Eastern Illinois on Septem-

PERSONALS
' Kappa Delia ■ Kappa Delia '
The alters ol Kappa Delia wan! lo welcome
back our aweiome Rho Chi Lauren Fit*. We
milted you. Panne llenic and KD aitterl
* Kappa Delia' Kappa Delia *
-GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI'
Coma (oin Ihe sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta lor
open ruth nights:
Tuaeday September 22.9:15-10:30
Wednesday September 23.8:15-1030
-GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI • GAMMA PHI•RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA"
Wed. 1 Thur.
1:154 «:1S
-RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA"

AO> - Frienda n' Floala - AOII
Discover Sisterhood Firsthand1 Come on over
10 the AOII House on Thurs.. Sept 24 @ 8:00
lo watch the season premier ol Friends and enjoy a Root Beer Floati ?s cal 2-2840.
AOi • Frienda n'FkMta • AOII

AOII' Lambda Chi Alpha ' AOII
The sisters ol AOII would like lo thank tie
brothers ol Lambda Chi Alpha lor the tea on
Fnday We had a Waatl
AOII • Lambda CN Alpha * AOII
Attention Organizational
Treasure*
Coma lo Die Treasurer's Workshop lo learn
how lo spend your money wisely) Wed. Sepi
23,6-6pm. Alumni Room. Unon.
Cellular Phones
No credit check, no security deposit
$99 kit includes: Motorola dip phone
battery, and charger 45 free minutee
Call (419)356 2005.

Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests
Confidential ft caring.
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

Tutor available in physics, chemistry, math,
geology, ssronomy. Cal Steve at 353-2022.

□ Sawyer is injured for
eight weeks.

Final Days
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Call Now!
Senior Portraits will soon be over. Don't be left
out of Ihe Historic 1999 Key Yea/book Portraits are taken in both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides. The sitting
will only lake about 15 minutes and your memories wifl last forever. The low $6 sitting fee can
be charged through the Bursar. Portraits are
taken in 28 West Hall (basement). Please cal
1-800-989-1338 in advance lo schedule a silling.
•Portraits make great Chnstmas gifts-

Now open Campus World Travel!
Airline tickets, spring break trips
rafting tops, sluing tnps 352-7889.

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90s dance

^

Internet
Pirtct

CINCINNATI — Cincinnati
Bengals
cornerback
Corey
Sawyer will be out at least eight
weeks after undergoing surgery
Tuesday to repair torn cartilage
in his left knee.
Sawyer could have been back
in the lineup as quickly as four
weeks if the damaged cartilage

PHI KAPPA TAU * PHI KAPPA TAU
Congratulations to Keith Wright for being recognized as the Phi Kappa Tau brother of tie

PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU
Phi Mu OPEN HOUSE Phi Mu
The sisters ol Pht Mu invite you to see why going Greek could be the best decision ol your
life. Dress casual and bring your fnandsl Wed.
Sept. 23 at 9:15 at tie Pit Mu house (located
behind the Union). H you have any questions
cal 2-2750.
Phi Mu OPEN HOUSE Phi Mu

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
FLAG FOOTBALL AND ICE HOCKEY. APPLY
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT. 29TH AT NOON MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLING FOR FOOTBALL.

Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu
The sisters of Phi Mu would like to welcome ihe
Fsl US Pledge Class We love all our new
Phis!
PhlMuPhlMuPhlMu

Uve rock at Uptown tonighi. Ghetto billies and
Las Vegas Tumbieweed Connection.
Inlo 354-2122
Make your own beer A wine
Black Swamp Bootleggers
has everything you need
We also have
Premium cigars, punch
macanudo. don Cubano
and more
344 S Mam St -353-7126

had been removed, but repairing
it decreased the risk of long-term
problems, Bengals spokesman
P.J. Combs said.
Sawyer injured the knee Sunday while making a tackle during a 13-6 loss to the Green Bay
Packers. He had been sharing
one of the cornerback jobs with
rookie Artrell Hawkins.
Against Detroit, Sawyer
returned an interception 58
yards for a touchdown in overtime for the Bengals' only win of
the season.

RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
TONIGHT
l:15AND9:15
RUSH ALPHA XI D^LTA

Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu
Welcome back Missy snd Mindyl We missed
youl Lion Love. Your sisters.
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu

Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu
Ths sisters of Phi Mu would like to recognize
Britlainney Rowlands for all her hard work We
love you BrinI
PhlMuPhlMuPhlMu
PI Kappa Phi
The guys who brought you Swing Nile are looking tor Quality new members. Stop by our
house tonight Irom 7:30-9:30. We're located on
Old Fraternity Row near Rodgera and the Jerome Library.
PI Kappa Phi

Senior PonraMa
End Soon
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Carl Woll Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits from 10am-6pm dairy. Any
senior graduating m Dec.. May, or August
should attend. Portraits are taken in your dreea
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by tie
studio. Seasons take about 15 minutes and
the S6 sitting let can be charged to Ihe Bursar.
Please call 1-800-909-1338 to schedule a anting. Portraits taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be
left out of the Histonc 1999 Key Yearbook

SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOW
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazatlan.
8 S. Padre. Early bird savngs
until Ocl 31. Campus sales reps
wanted. Earn free tnps ♦ cash
1.800.SURFS UP
www.studantexpress.com

Take A Brie
and on the move lor Health 8 Joy
Reglater Today
Cal 372-WELL (9355)
Contemporary Weight Management Program
Nutrition 8 exerclee awareness
Wednesday 3 30-5 00pm
Begins October 7
The sisters of Chi Omega would Ska lo welcome home our Rho Cni's I Ws mtsssd you Jen
Froetch and Kane Harwell!
Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Omars Irom 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers an night long

Considering
Business
School?

Th.

Come to a FREE Admissions
Seminar. You'll get:

The America Reads tutoring program
needs capable tutors to help young
children learn to read.
We pay $6 an hour.
You MUST be Federal Work Study Eligible!
Deadline for signing up is Monday, September 28.

CaU 372-2331

The Associated Press

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM W 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE: SEPT 28-C 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL. SEPT 29-W. C FLAG
FOOTBALL: SEPT. 30-M FLAG FOOTBALL;
OCT 8-GREEK 8 INDP ICE HOCKEY.

Chi Omega would late lo welcome all of our
new members1 We are so eicited lo have youl

AMERICA READS

^

ber 12 . He cruised through Eastem's defense for 479 total offensive yards, one yard shy of his
own record.
On September 19, Central
Florida lost to Purdue 35-7.
Culpepper was beat up by the
Boilermaker defense all game,
but still managed to throw for
368 yards and a touchdown.
Culpepper and the University of Central Florida Golden
Knights invade Doyt Perry Stadium on Saturday at 12 p.m.

■ the inside scoop on business school admissions
■ strategies for scoring high on the GMAT

Date: September 30
Location: BGSU

Time: 6pm

Room#BA101

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

W

•OAIAT ll a raoMerad ttOtmark « tie OrtdutM Management AdmawOn Council.

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.
only $15 per month

Women'5 Hcalfh Fair!

Back to School Special:
Mention this ad and get one month free.
354-HOST

Wednesday, September 23

www.BGHost.com

1f00

;j:30|n front of the Union
(weather permitting)

'frammg; Mac North Breezeway

Over 15 Exhibitions. Free
Serous and information
Sponsored by the Student Health Services and The Wellness Connection
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Tuesday's ai KAMIKAZE S
swing coming

Hi my name is Kaley. I'm an adorable 16 mo.
who needs a flexible sitter in my N Baltimore
home Please call my mom Kim at 2S7-215_4. _ _

Turning Points
An internal discussion group about eating d<sordars, weight issue* end normal eaing. Beginning
Oct. 7. Wed. 3.30-5
To register cal 372-2061
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
& Student He alt. Service

Lawn maint. tor Knickerbocker lawns Part A
full time. Will work around class schedule. Cal
3S25822
Live rock at Uptown tonight Ghetto billies and
Las Vegas Tumbieweed Connection.
Info 354-2122
•
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spnng Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica, and Ftonda
packages and is currently accepting applications tor campus sales representatives. Cal
1-aea-SPfllNGBREAK.

Wednesdays at KAMKAZE S
Karaoke with Rich Mchels

from 10-2

New retail shop. Pleasant surrounding. Must
be dependable, outgoing. Available some
weekends and evenings. Call 352-6817.

HELP WANTED

"Tired of food service jobs? A 6 A Inventory
Service will be on campus Thursday, Sept 24
U hire tor weekend work taking inventories.
Cefl 1-800-533-7861 tor into and to schedule
your interview. Full-time work is available over
breaks.

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County Nursing Home Is currently recruiting responsible, dedicated nursing assistants We are looking for Quality, caring individuals.
Wa want the beet!
Applications will be accepted horn State
Tested or Test Ready Nursing Assistants, and
people interested in taking classes to become
STNuVS. Full-time, part-time, and contingent
positions are available on all three shifts. Benefits include;
* 10 Paid Holidays
* 2 Weeks Vacation (After only 1 year)
' 15 Paid Sick Days
" Retirement Program
' Free Meals/Free Uniforms
* Guarterfy Attendance Incentives
* Weekend Differential of $1 more/hour
' ModK^DentaWiSKxvPrescr'Lile Ins.
(Premiums lor a Family only $15.18/mol)
All this and a great starting wage tor STNA'S of
$672mr with a wage increase to $699/hr in
only 120 days.
Don'twait-Bnng your friends-apply today:
Wood County Nurs.no Home
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Hd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419)353-8411

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAKII2 FREE TRIPS
ON. ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$ Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Florida. Padre' Low
Pncesi Free Meals. Parties & Meals' "Limited
O
I
f
•
r
1800-426-771 OAVWW sunspiashtours com

Ostego High School is in need of a Junior Varsity Girls basketball coach. If interested Can
Scon Bernthisel, athlesc director, at 823-4911
or Lisa Stevens, head coach, at 803-6067.
Please respond by Get 2

$1.0O0'e WEEKLY!!
Stiff envelopes at home tor $2 00 each plus
bonuses F/T, P/T. Make $800. weekly.
guaranieedi Free supplies. For details, send
one SASE lo: N-181. 12021 WUshire Blvd..
Suite 552, Lot Angeles. CA 90025
$2000 Tutton Reimbursement
UrtMed Parcel Service
We are currently looking tor permanent part■me employees who are interested in working
from 3 to 5 hours per day.

WE OFFER
"E xceltent entry level pay of
$8 50/$9 50 per hour, and can earn
up to $12.45/$ 13.45 per hour with
progression.
*FuH bme benefits tor part time work!
'Advancement opportunities I
'Holidays and weekends off!
Call (419) 891-6820. EOE.

Cashiers. Barney's Conveneince Mart. $6
starting pay, college tuition reimbursement,
flexible hours, 3rd shift rjfferential, profit sharing, paid vacations, medical benefits, full &
part-time available Apply at any store
DELIVERY DRIVERS
PARTTIC
WALL STREET JOURNAL
Immediate route openings tor early morrkng
Osfribueon of the WaH Street Journal in the BG
area. Must be available after 12:30am Mon-Fn.
Dependable vehicle A liability insurance required. Hourly wage plus mileage.
41B-354 2555 EOE
Help wanted immediately for Stone Ridge Golf
Club. All golf operaions. food & beverage. &
grounds crew. Ful & part feme positions available Please call 353-4663.

Help Wanted
Waitstaff. bartenders, and cooks. Apply in person or call 8230014 100 W. Main St. Haskins, OH 43525. The Haakins Inn. 5 miles north
of BG off stale route 25.
-New Restaurant Opening!-

Student Emr>loymenl--Clerical AssistantBudget Area Thia Individual wil provide support services lo the Budget Area. Clerical Assistance to. and under the direct supervison ol
the Budget Officer. Duties to include: processing and formulating reports, set up of record
notebooks and files, word processing, correspondence, filing and photocopying. Other duties as assigned. 15-20 hours/week
t590mour. For additional information cal
Mary, 372-8161
University Dning Servce*Management Information Specialist Primary Responsibilities:
Perform system backup of all computers (IBM
and IBM Compatibles, MAC. Re-organize hard
drives, upgrade menus, upgrade software. Assist programmer with answering user computer
questions. Oelrvery and pickup of GrilfirvDieboJd ROT registers. Assist programmer
with developing Excel Spreadsheets. Other duties as assigned. Mon-Fn to be arranged
around class schedule. Pay Rate SS.fXyhr
• Questions? Scon Blackwood 372-2893.
VAN DRrVER-Part-ume position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages ol 21-65.
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
736. Bowling Green. OH 43402 EOE

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus' Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay is $5 15 per hour. Apply In person
between the hours of 9.00am and SUOpm
(Mon-Fn.) at Advanced Specialty Products.
tnc 4281 Ctough St BG OH 43402.
Professional company is seeking Market
Research interviewers. Evening A weekend
shifts available Must be able to work a minimum of 16 hrs/wk Gain valuable mktg & public relations skills. $5.50/hr Apply at 13330
Bishop Rd. or call 352-8115 ext. 209.

now I

Weekdays at
5:30. 10:30. and 7:30am
on cable channel 24.

only live television news source*
Qusttaons/Stary Ideas 372 2997

Sublessor Needed rmmedialely
Low Rent across from campus

2 bdrm. furnished apis
352-7454

1987 Block SkylartuSOK miles on engine.
Power locks and more/$900 or best offer. Cal
353-1120
35mm Camera Minolta Maxxum 7000i lens,
flash, accessories. $500 includes everything.
Please leave message & wil consider offers.
354^438

DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

welcome 353-5074

217 South College-, 1.5 blocks from Hanna
Hall. 3 BR House. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay all
util. sac dap., parental guarantee req , no
pats. $S7Sfmo. Rant collected Quarterly
Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enlerprlsee at 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.
Live rock at Uptown tonight. Ghetto billies and
Las Vegas Tumbieweed Connection,
kilo 354-2122.

I 8O0«78-6386

Ncwiovc Realty Rentals
' UxIrmrRFKiAMIEAr.
WATER & WER
* liXlrmw/douhlcLR
& front |x>rdi
* I IxlnniA'cr
downtown business
•(2) 2 Ixirm houses
* EITItx ntccliA'cr
downtown stores
VISIT (XIR OFFICE FOR A
COrlPLEIT LISTING FOR
UNIXRGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
IKHIMNti! OR VISIT OUR
MEWWrilMII:
hl1pyAvvAv.rv^vlovCTcai1g.corn

Ctntets:

Yy

be an Air Force ofticer
after only 3
semesters in the
ROTC program?

$

Receive $1000 per
semester lor tuition
and books?

^e*.
t'V

be a pilot or a
navigator?

$

receive an additional
$150 every month?

^p.
t7>

have a guaranteed
job after graduation?

■TlleVttllTll-iTttl

■ Garay Snick Bar

Newlove
Realty Rentals
114 S. Main #12
1 bdrm. apt.
Located Downtown.
Newly decorated.
Cat Allowed.
•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR
A COMPLETE LISTING
FOR UNDERGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING! OR VISIT
OUR NEW WEBSITE:

332 South Main Slrrcl
•^^N
(our i n\li i otIn c)
l
—*■
352-5620

Rentals

Have you ever wanted to ...

■ Keepers Snack Bar
• Keepers CcutysrrJ
KMHCHW IUMOIAL
F0O0 COURT Is-MMI
• SawrfverCalt
• SnsrJom Snsck Bar
• Sunrlal Food Caul
lac DOM AID
DI»ia^ClMTPII2-2T71l
• G.T Express
• VcDcnttDmCHm
• Toesn West rastiursrl
ITUCtalT UWO*l I2-TM7I
(E-Msi gsMeibrjisUQsusrlul
• Cal9r.ng
• Pnesssnt Room
• PitfiOuO*
• Prou
•TraFsUrrsNest
• T>a Bo* w Greenery
• Urson Nest Cdlee Shop

AAAA.I Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 smal
businesses in the US recognized by Barter
Business Bureaus tor outstanding ethics in the
marketplace! springbreaktravel.com

NEWIPVE

MAY/AUGUST 2000
GRADUATES

Fooeceui«Tin7$ii

AAAA.I Early Specialsl Panama Cityl Room
with kitchen $1291 includes 7 Free Parties'
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $1491 spnngoreaktrave* com 1-800-678-6386.

■ «.:/'«

.11.

Then come to an informational
meeting for fnjfi food, Iree
beverages and fpse. information
about the Air Force, scholarships, and ROTC. Special
offer ends
November 15, 1998
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
5:30 P.M. ROOM 260
ANDERSON ARENA
Call Capt. Bob Scholl at
372-2176 or email
schollr@bgnet.bgsu.edu

.

332 Soulh Main Street
ar^^kfci.""1" only office)

:

1 T3

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and youtj
Campus Recycling Program
1 Noss and Cooperrfder. 1994 Ssyjncj
Nature's Legacy

COMMON!
D»a»MC»MTPI»-a«3l
• CmvS Express
•So« iff Orlng Ares
FOUHMRS UDDI

AAAA.i Early Spring Break Specials! Bahamas Party Cruisel 6 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Fkxidal 1996 BBB Award Winner' springbreaktravel.com 1-80r>«76-6386.

> CD

Call 419-696-2733

Trek 7000 Mountain bike. 22" aluminum frame.
Excellent cond $350 OBO. Cal Stave at
352-2535. sspirJerQsvhJaw.com

1984 Pontlac Phoenix. 90.000 miles, needs
carburetor work, otherwise good condition
HOP, call Male s> 372-6673.

Alternative Clothing
Beaded/Hemp jewelry
Clowe Cigarettes
incense
unique Candles
Class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200+ Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool Cloves and Slippers

445 L Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sun 12-45
354-0176

Primastar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
KB 00/We 00 one »me pay mem
$25 90 programming. Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Otter?
Cal Nowl 1 -800-580-2765

2 BDRM turn apt dose to campus
Includes unities, grad students

See what's happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Green's

Subleeaer needed Own bedroom in apartment, near campus. CallJeremy 352; 1476.

1 pair of stereo speakers-Technics. 1 SO wans.
3-way floor speakers. $ 100 obo.
1 pair of Yamaha bookshelf speakers. 60
wans. tSO obo Call 353-2166.

Watch BG 24 News!

IIMETWS

SUBLEASED NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
1 Br. open in 2 Br. apartment, private bathroom, large bedroom, AC, dishwasher, dose to
campus Price negotiable Call 354-0407

Mac and PC computers, exoasant condition;
also printers, modems, and hard drtve. Cat! for
list 419-S72-1222

1 BR, FurnishecVUnlumished
Includes most uDlities
$32S/mo3S2 09O4

IMAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lrva rot* a! Uptown tonight. Ghano biBiss and
Las Vegas Tumblawaed Connection.
Info 354-2122

For ton

Spnng Break '9B-SeU tnps Earn cash & go
free'" Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica. Mexico, and Florida. 800-648-4849 or
www.ststravei.com

Find It In The
BG News!

Coma aaa an affordabla 2 bdrm. 14 x 72 motula horns. $11,500. Cavalaar A* Green. Jo
Loa raallor 352-5331, VM 43 or 352-0937.

Occupant Needed Immediately
2 Mif suNeasers. each gets own room.
Across street from Big Shots. 536 E. Wooster. Please call 353-9274 lor Brian or Tony.

FOR RENT

AAAA-i Early Specials! Cancun & Jamaica' 7
nights Air ft note! From $399> Includes Free
food, Drinks. Parties' 1998 Better Business Bureau Award Winner I spnngbreaktravel.com
1 800 678-6386.

Part time help wanted with farming experience
for fall harvest and (arm seed plant wont. Can
adjust hours to class schedule Cal 352-0066.

Newly painted 2 bdrm apt. with garage. Close
to campus. JeSOrmoniY 3722098 days.
419-872-9674 after 5pm.

CARS 1100-1500
Pole* impounds.
Hondas, Chavys, Jaeps a Sport
Utilities. MUST SELII
1-800-522-273014S5S.

FOR SALE

91 Chevrolet Cavalier. Wei maintained.
99.000 miles. $3,000 Call 288-3437. Electric
hospital bed. $100

P-Omecook. 12-20hrsrwk
P-nme bartender. BG Country Club
Please call 352-3100

Wednesday, September 23, 1998

1 3
2 D

352-5620

NEWIPVE
Rentals

eateaeaeaestesieaeaesieBieaeael

HOMECOMING EVENTS

Paint The Town

$ Holiday Ski Trip
to Steamboat Springs
January 2- 10. 1999

5K Fun IJun/1 Mile Walk
Sund y, Septi

HI

oer27

$
Jrip includes* nights
4 out of 5
lift
uerSITiore.

3-Point Shootout &
Free THfeairtv Contest
Monday, September 28
5:00-- 8!00 pm ConWf Courts

INTRAMURALS
Intramural Entries Due

Wed., Sept. 30 due to scheduled

FREE • FREE • FREE
Stop by the Fitwell Center to get your tree
screening.

PERSONAL TRAINING
AVAILABLE

•
•
•
•

4 Player Volleyball (CR) September 28
Flag Football (W * CR) September 29
Flag Football (M) September 30
Ice Hockey (Greek & IndpL) October 6
Entries due by 3 pm in 130
Perry Field House.

Intramural Official* needed lor Flag Football
and Ice Hockey. Apply in 130 Perry Field
House and pick up and complete take-home
test before Sept. 29 at Noon. Must attend
mandatory Clinic for Football.
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The Fitwell Center is
located in the SRC on the
mezzanine level.

BGSU

www.bgsu.edu/otflces/student^affalrs/recsports
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STEAK HOUSE
19 5 1

FcTTnore information?
call Cat Cramp @ 372-7481

Andrews Pool & Spa will be
CLOSED on Tues., Sept. 29 and

CHOLESTFROL SCREENING
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163 South Main Slreet - Bowling Green - 352 2595

-7481,orstopbytheSRC.

FITWELL CENTER
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iformation, contact Cat Cramp

maintenance. Cooper Pool will
remain open the normal pool hours.
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS--354-2260
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
• 602 Second, Fum. Eft. $260. per mo.
• 602 Second. 1 BR. Fum. Apt. $300. per mo.
• 610 Second. 2 BR. Fum. Apt. $350. per mo. and up
• 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfum. $423 per mo.
• 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo. and up
• 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
'Length lease negotiable*
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